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 Road, Opp. KFC                                                                                           

Bandra West, Mumbai - 400050 

 

EUROPEAN DELIGHT 17 NIGHTS / 18 DAYS 
 

Places Covered: Rome, Florence, Venice, Interlaken, Lucerne, Munich, Paris and London 
 

Days City Accommodation 3* Activity 

1 Rome Galileo or similar Transfer to Hotel 

2 Rome Galileo or similar SIC Rome city tour and Vatican 
tour  

3 Rome Galileo or similar SIC Colosseum tour 

4 Florence San Giorgio or 
similar 

Train ticket to Florence, 
Afternoon SIC Florence tour 

5 Florence San Giorgio or 
similar 

Pisa trip on own 

6 Venice San Giorgio or 
similar 

Train ticket to Venice,Afternoon 
SIC Venice tour with Gondola 

7 Interlaken Du Nord or similar Flight from Venice to Basel, 
thereafter Swiss Pass by train to 
Interlaken 

8 Interlaken Du Nord or similar Jungfraujoch trip 

9 Lucerne Ibis Styles Lucerne 
or similar 

Use Swiss Pass to reach Lucerne. 
Proceed for Titlis trip.  

10 Muncih Eurostarts Grand 
Central or similar 

Use Swiss Pass to reach Zurich. 
Change train for Munich 

11 Munich Eurostarts Grand 
Central or similar 

24 hr hop on hop off bus 

12 Paris Derby Eiffel or 
similar 

Train ticket to Paris. 

13 Paris Derby Eiffel or 
similar 

SIC Paris city tour, seine cruise 
and Eiffel tower 

14 Paris Derby Eiffel or 
similar 

SIC Louvre Museum tour 

15 London Imperial or similar Train ticket to London 

16 London Imperial or similar 48 hrs hop on hop off pass 

17 London Imperial or similar 48 hrs hop on hop off pass 

18 London to 
India 

NA Flight to India 
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Per Person (3 Star): Euro 2420 
GOI Tax @ 3.50% extra 
 
Above prices are based on Twin Sharing.  
 
NOTE: 
 
The above pricing is based from May 2016 onwards 
 
Peak season surcharges might apply for certain dates and final pricing and availability is subject to 
reconfirmation with hotels. 
 
Airfare and train ticket prices are subject to change. 
 
 
 
DAY 1: ARRIVE ROME 
 
Arrive at Rome Airport and transfer to hotel . Check in Hotel and rest of the day at leisure. 
 

  
 
Overnight at Rome. 
 
 
 
DAY 2: ROME 
 
After Breakfast proceed for Rome City Tour. 
 
An itinerary by coach and on foot to visit the classic monuments of Rome.  
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Crossing Piazza della Repubblica with its Fountain of the Naiads, our local guide will take you on a 
pleasant stroll through the historical center, where you can admire the Trevi Fountain, the Colonna di 
Marco Aurelio, the Palazzo di Montecitorio designed by Bernini, the Pantheon (with visit inside), 
Palazzo Madama - seat of the Senate, Piazza Navona, Via dei Coronari (the Antiquarians' Road).  
 
Passing alongside Castel Sant'Angelo and along Via della Conciliazione, we reach Saint Peter's Basilica 
(visits will not be possible on Sundays, during religious holidays and ceremonies). You will have the 
opportunity to admire the Pietà, a masterpiece of Michelangelo's. 
 
Later in afternoon proceed for half day Vatican Tour. 
 

 
 
The tour begins by coach passing through Piazza della Repubblica with its Fountain of the Naiads and 
following the ancient Aurelian walls which once surrounded the ancient city.  
 
In Piazza del Popolo you will see an Egyptian obelisk dating back to the time of Ramses II. 
 
Finally, on arrival at the Vatican Walls, your guide will lead you into the Vatican Museums taking the 
beautiful Spiral staircase and continuing through the Gallery of the Tapestries and the Gallery of the 
Geographical Maps before arriving at the famous Sistine Chapel with its magnificent fresco of the Last 
Judgement by Michelangelo.  
 
At the end of the tour, time free to visit St. Peter’s Basilica (without the explanation inside). 
 
Overnight at Rome. 
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DAY 3: ROME 
 
Breakfast at hotel. P roceed for Imperial Rome & Colosseum. 
 

 
 
Arriving in Piazza Venezia by coach, you then continue on foot to the famous Piazza Del Campidoglio 
designed by Michelangelo, from where you have a fantastic view of the Roman Forum. By coach you 
will then drive by the Circus Maximus and the Aventino Hill.  
 
Stop to admire Michelangelo's beautiful statue of Moses by located in the Church of St. Peter in Chains 
from where it only takes 5 minutes to reach the symbol of the Eternal City: the Colosseum (with visit 
inside, the entrance fee is included) 
 
Overnight at Rome. 
 
 
 
DAY 4: ROME TO FLORENCE 
 
After Breakfast proceed to train station for train to Florence. Arrive at Florence station and proceed to 
hotel. Afternoon proceed for Florence City Tour with Uffuzi Gallery. 
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Meet your guide in central Florence in the afternoon, then settle into your comfortable seat aboard a 
coach. 
 
Begin your tour with panoramic views of Florence, Fiesole and the Arno Valley, then head into Florence 
Old Town to see the Franciscan Church of Santa Croce.  
 
Pose for photos by its distinctive façade before strolling to Piazza della Signoria.  
 
See the imposing Palazzo Vecchio and admire the replica of Michelangelo’s David. Then, wander 
through the Loggia dei Lanzi, an open-air sculpture gallery. 
 
After, make for the Uffizi Gallery, which is home to more than 1,500 pieces of art including works by 
Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Botticelli, Raffaello, Cimabue and Caravaggio. With your skip-the-line 
ticket, head directly inside for a guided tour of some of the gallery’s most famous pieces.  
 
Your tour then concludes inside the gallery, leaving you free to explore the rest of the exhibits at your 
own pace, if you wish. Please note: The Uffizi Gallery is closed on Mondays, therefore the tour will visit 
the Museum of Palazzo Vecchio instead. 
 
Overnight at Florence. 
 
 
 
DAY 5: FLORENCE 
 
After Breakfast proceed to the world famous Leaning Tower of Pisa on own. 
 
 

 
 
 
Overnight at Florence. 
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DAY 6: FLORENCE TO VENICE 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Proceed to Venice by train. On arrival, Check In at hotel and proceed for Venice City 
Tour with Gondola Ride. 
 

 
 
Spend an afternoon through the narrow streets and canals of Venice, the best way to visit this 
wonderful city: walking and by Gondola.  
 
With a 40 minutes Gondola Tour you will discover the unusual reality of this atypical city, and in the 
meantime you will relax, with the boat gently floating on the water. 
 
Starting on St. Mark’s Square, after a short walk through the quiet and typical neighbourhood of 
Castello, we will reach a lovely square, where you will sit down having an ice cream, with the 
background of curious and unusual tales about the city.  
 
After that, a short walk takes you to a gondola dock, where you can enjoy a trip on the most beautiful 
boat in the world, along the Grand Canal. An unforgettable Venetian experience. 
 
Overnight at Venice. 
 
 
 
DAY 7: VENICE TO INTERLAKEN 
 
After Breakfast proceed to Venice airport for flight to Basel and then by train to Interlaken with Swiss 
Pass. Arrive at hotel and check in. 
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Rest of the day at leisure. 
 
Overnight at Interlaken. 
 
 
DAY 8: INTERLAKEN 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Trip to Jungfraujoch. 
This unique round-trip by modern cogwheel railway takes you first to Kleine Scheidegg, altitude 2061 
metres, at the foot of the notorious Eiger North Wall.  
 

  
 
 
From here the Jungfrau Railway climbs to the station at Eigergletscher , well known for its mountain 
restaurant and polar dog kennels.  
 
The trip continues through the Eiger tunnel to the stations at Eigerwand and Eismeer, with a five 
minute halt at each. Enjoy spectacular sightseeing through large observation windows hewn from solid 
Alpine rock. 
 
 And then the arrival on the Jungfraujoch, in the heart of a glorious glacier world on the very roof of 
Europe! Superb views extend as far as the summits of the Vosges Mountains in France and the Black 
Forest in Germany.  
 
The Great Aletsch Glacier, at 22 km the longest ice-stream in the Alps, begins on the Jungfraujoch-Top 
of Europe. 
 
Overnight at Interlaken. 
 
 
 
DAY 9: LUCERNE 
 
After Breakfast  proceed by train to Lucerne. Check in hotel and proceed for  sight seeing trip to Mt. 
Titlis. 
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This unique glacier paradise offers snow and ice even in summer! The highest glacier excursion in the 
Lake Lucerne region is conveniently located, just a short distance from Lucerne.  
The highlights of the trip has to be riding on the world’s first revolving cable car; a visit to the Titlis 
Glacier Cave with all its secrets; an «Ice Flyer» chairlift trip over open glacier crevasses; the 
breathtaking panorama, as well as the unique Titlis Glacier Park, where you can try out various 
snowtoys for sliding downhill, such as balancers, snow-scoots, snow tubes etc. 
 
 If you like scenic beauty combined with lots of fun, then a Titlis trip will be just right for you! 
 
At a glance 
Included: 

 Travel on the 3 cable cars Engelberg-Trübsee-Stand-Titlis and back down (incl. Rotair ride on 
the world’s first revolving cable car) 

 Return trip on the «Ice Flyer» (glacier chairlift at 3000 m) 
 Unlimited use of the different snow toys in the Titlis Glacier Park (for free) Note: The park 

operates daily from May to October snow and weather conditions permitting 
 Visit to the Titlis Glacier Cave (for free) 
 The voucher is valid for Engelberg-Titlis (not Engelberg-Brunni) 

 
Overnight at Lucerne. 
 
 
 
DAY 10: LUCERNE TO MUNICH 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Proceed by train to Zurich train station with Swiss Pass and then change train to 
Munich. Arrive Munich and check in hotel. 
 

 
 
Rest of the day at leisure. 
 
Overnight at Munich 
 
 
 
DAY 11: MUNICH 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Proceed for Munich Hop on Hop off bus tour. 
 
Explore Munich with a 24 aboard an open-top double-decker bus. See all the main sights as you hop on 

and hop off at conveniently located stops around the city. Listen to the guide and learn interesting 
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facts. Spend as much or as little time at places of interest before jumping aboard for the next stop - the 

choice is yours! 

Highlights 

 Munich hop-on hop-off tour by open-top double-decker bus 

 Hop on and off at convenient stops around the city 

 24 hours pass. 

 In-depth, expert commentary 

 Itinerary 

 Hop On and Hop Off Stops: 

 

MUNICH GRAND TOUR 

 

1.Train Station / Bahnhofplatz in front of department store KARSTADT 

 

2. Pinakotheken for Museums District 

 

3. Odeonsplatz 

 

4. Max-Joseph-Platz for Opera House and Residence with Treasure Chamber 

 

5. Marienplatz / Tal for City Hall, Cathedral, Church St Peter, Viktualien Food Market, 

Hofbraeuhaus 

 

6. Karlsplatz / Stachus for Pedestrian Zone  

 

7. Nymphenburg Palace for Royal Gardens, Amalienburg, Botanical Gardens 

 

8. BMW World & Museum 

 

9A. Olympic Park for Oympic Stadium, Olympic Tower, Sea Life Aquarium and Shuttle Bus to 

 

9B. Allianz Arena FC Bayern Munich Football Stadium 

 

10. Schwabing / English Garden for Artist District, Open Air Cafes 
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Overnight at Munich. 

 

 
DAY 12: MUNICH TP PARIS 
 
Depart Munich for Paris by train.  On arrival at Paris check in hotel. 
 

 
 
 
Rest of the day at leisure. 
 
Overnight at Paris. 
 
 
 
DAY 13: PARIS 
 
Breakfast at hotel and proceed for City Tour, Eiffel Tour and Seine Cruise. 
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See Paris' main attractions in a four-hour Paris city tour with a difference. Your sightseeing tour of Paris 
includes a tour across the city by coach, views of Paris from the water as you cruise along the Seine 
River, and lofty panoramas from the second floor of the Eiffel Tower.  
 
You have a choice of three tour times - 9am, 12pm or 2:45pm - so you can plan your day to suit 
yourself. This comprehensive tour is a great way to get to know Paris if this is your first visit. 
 
Highlights: Combined tour includes a coach tour, Seine River cruise and the Eiffel Tower. See Paris' 
famous squares and monuments from the comfort of your air-conditioned coach. Cruise with 
commentary along the Seine River.  
 
Panoramic views of Paris from the Eiffel Tower second floor.Individual audio sets onboard your coach, 
available in 11 languages. 
 
Overnight at Paris. 
 
 
 
DAY 14: PARIS 
 
After Breakfast proceed for a half day tour to the famous Louvre Museum with Audio Guide. 
 

 
 
 
Don't waste time waiting in queues -- take a Louvre Museum prioritized guided tour. Make a booking 
and jump the queue to make the most of your limited time inside the world's largest museum.  
 
After your audio guided tour, you can stay on if you want to and continue exploring the Louvre 
Museum at your leisure. 
 
Overnight at Paris. 
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DAY 15: PARIS TO LONDON 
 
After Breakfast proceed to London by the world famous train that goes beneath the English Channel. 
On arrival at London proceed to hotel and check in. 
 
Rest of the day at leisure. 
 

 
 
Overnight at London 
 
 
 
DAY 16: LONDON 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Breakfast at Hotel. Proceed with your 48 hour London Hop on Hop Off Bus Pass for 
London City Tour. 
 

 
 
Visit Tower of London, Big Ben etc….. (entrance fees might be extra to some attractions) 
 
Overnight at London 
 
 
 
DAY 17: LONDON 
 
Breakfast at hotel.  We have proposed a tour where with you could explore attractions around London 
on own.  
 
Attractions including Greenwich and most of the London football stadiums – (ticket and entry charges 
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extra) 
 

 
 
Overnight at London 
 
 
 
DAY 18: LONDON TO INDIA 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Proceed to London airport for flight to India. 
 
 
 
INCLUSIONS: 
 
All accommodation with Breakfast 

All transfers and Tours as mentioned 

All sightseeing on share basis 

 
 

EXCLUSIONS: 

1.  Any portage at Airport and Hotels/Cruises tips, Laundry, Mineral water, Telephone charges and 

all items of personal nature and meals and drinks not specified in the inclusions.  

2.  International Flights. 

3.  Any Transport/transfer/services specifically not mentioned in the inclusions. 

4. Peak season rates. 

 

 

CANCELLATION POLICY 

Term of Payment 

 

100% Invoiced Amount to Be Received 45 Days Before Travel date. 
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PAYMENT POLICY 

Non Refundable Deposit if INR 15,000 per person at time of confirmation of arrangement. 

Payment schedule will be advised. 

 

100% of invoice amount to be received 45 days before departure 

 

 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 

Amendment Policy  

Once a booking has been confirmed, one amendment will be allowed without incurring any additional 

cost. 

 

Amendment made after document has been issued will incur a fee of USD 100 to cover courier costs, 

communications and re-documentation cost.  

 

Should you require further information and assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

The Quote is based on current ZAR - INR rate. In case there is a change in FX rate, the applicable FX rate 

at time of final remittance will apply. 

The FX rate to be used will be as per HDFC Bank FX buy rate 

 
 
 
OPTIONAL TRIPS AND EXCURSIONS NOT INCLUDED IN COST 
 
ADD ON SOUTHERN ITALY – SORRENTO EXCURSION -  2 NIGHTS – FROM ROME 
 

 
 
 
DAY 1: ROME TO SORRENTO 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Depart by train to Naples. 
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At Naples station change train and proceed to Sorrento by own arrangements. (NAPLES TO SORRENTO 
NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE) 
 
Arrive Sorrento and check in hotel. Day at leisure. 
 
Overnight in Sorrento. 
 
 
 
DAY 2: SORRENTO 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Depart for Capri Tour – Duration Approximately 5 hours. 
 
Perfect for more independent travelers, this half-day tour of Capri combines guided visits of Capri’s 
highlights with free time to explore at your leisure. With an expert local guide, travel along the island’s 
breathtaking coastal roads to the village of Anacapri to see the Villa San Michele, which you can visit at 
your own expense.  
 
At midday, you’re free to discover Capri’s delights on your own: ride a motorboat to the dazzling Blue 
Grotto, take a chairlift to Mt Solaro or relax on a boat trip around the island. End with a walking tour of 
Capri town and an optional visit to the Gardens of Augustus, which boasts sweeping island views of the 
Gulf of Naples. 
Highlights 

 Semi-guided tour of the Island of Capri 
 See the highlights of Capri with a local guide and have free time to explore at your leisure 
 Choose an option to visit the Villa San Michele in the picturesque village of Anacapri or explore 

the terraced Gardens of Augustus 
 Enjoy optional activities on your own such as a boat ride to the Blue Grotto or a chairlift to Mt 

Solaro 
 Boat transport to Naples available after the tour 

 
Overnight in Sorrento. 
 
 
DAY 3: SORRENTO TO ONWARD JOURNEY 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Proceed for onward journey 
 
 
COSTING WITH 3 STAR HOTEL 
 
Hotel Relais Casale Antonietta or similar 
 
Inclusions: 
1) Rome to Naples Train Ticket 
 
2) Capri Day Trip – SIC 
 
COST: EURO 190 per person 
 
GOI Tax @ 3.50% extra   
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ADD ON NICE FOR 2 NIGHTS / 3 DAYS FROM PARIS 
 
DAY 1: NICE 
 
Arrive Nice airport. Private transfer to hotel arranged by us. 
 
Proceed for Nice Hop on Hop Off Bus Tour. 
 

 
 
See the best of Nice, the French Riviera's largest city, on a hop-on hop-off tour! Set your own 
sightseeing itinerary and hop on and off as many times as you like at any of the 14 stops.  
 
See top Nice attractions like the Promenade des Anglais, Place Garibaldi and the Chagall Museum, or 
shop in the glamorous Nice boutiques – the choice is yours! 
 
 Overnight at Nice. 
 
 
DAY 2: NICE 
 
Breakfast at hotel.  Proceed for Half Day Cannes and Antibes Tour. 
 
In Cannes, city of festivals, fireworks and film stars, stop at the Film Festival Palace to see the stars 
handprints. There will be time to look around the shops and sandy beaches. 
 

 
 
You will see the famous Croisette Boulevard which stretches along the beachfront and is home to 
exclusive shops and hotels. Highlights: Small Group Cannes and Antibes half-day tour from Nice.  
 
Visit the Film Festival Palace, Croisette Boulevard and shops of Cannes. Golfe-Juan, Juan-les-Pins, La 
Garoupe and Cap d'Antibes. Travel in 8-seater minivan. Free time to explore Antibes Old Town and 
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Picasso Museum 
 
Overnight at Cannes. 
 
 
DAY 3: NICE TO ONWARD JOURNEY 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Proceed to Nice Airport by own arrangements for onward journey. 
NICE 3 STAR HOTEL COSTING: 
 
HOTEL Vendome or similar 
 
 
COST PER PERSON: EURO 235 
 
GOI Tax @ 3.50% extra 
 
 
 
INCLUSIONS  
 

1)  1 Way Private Airport Transfer from Nice Airport to Nice Hotel 
 

2)  Nice Hop on Hop Off Tour 
 

3)  Cannes and Antibes Half Day Trip – (SIC) 

4)  Daily Breakfast 

 
 
 
Capri Full Day Trip. (Trip can be done from Rome or Florence) 
 

 
 
Leaving Rome in a southerly direction you take the “Highway of the Sun” crossing the fertile Roman 
countryside and the area known as “Castelli Romani”. Approximately halfway along the highway you 
will be able to see the Benedictin Abbey of Montecassino, noted for the famous battle and its complete 
destruction during the Second World War.  
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Arriving in Naples you will board the jet boat for the 45 minute crossing to Marina Grande, the port of 
Capri. Here you will then board motorboats to reach the Blue Grotto optional visit (if weather and sea 
conditions permit). Minibuses are then used for a panoramic drive to reach Anacapri, situated at 280 
metres above sea level from where you will have a wonderful view of the Bay of Naples.  
 
After lunch in a local restaurant, you will have some free time to take unforgettable photographs and 
purchase local products before returning to Marina Grande to board the boat back to Naples.  
 
Entering the port of Naples, don’t miss this opportunity to admire the splendid Maschio Angioino (a 
fortress of the 12th century), the Certosa of San Martino and the Royal Palace. After disembarking you 
will then take the coach for the return journey of approx. 3 hours, back to Rome.  
Return to the vicinity of your hotel. 
 
 
Tuscany in a Day with Pisa  (Florence) 
 
Breakfast at hotel. Proceed for  Tuscany and Pisa Day Trip. 
 

 
Famous for a wealth of art, history, striking landscapes and outstanding produce, Tuscany really does 
have the best of all worlds! With only a day to spare, see the best Tuscany has to offer on this full-day 
guided coach trip from Florence. 
 
Highlights :  
 
Free time to explore Siena, San Gimignano and Pisa at your own pace.  
 
Guided tour through Siena, including entry to the gothic Cathedral.  
 
Hearty lunch with wine served at an organic wine estate in the Chianti.  
 
Wine tasting of four wines including Chianti, Vernaccia and Tuscan dessert wine.  
 
Get up-close to The Leaning Tower of Pisa.  
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Transportation by luxury air-conditioned coach. Spectacular countryside views and landscapes 
 
Overnight in Florence. 
 
 
 
Cinque day trip from Florence: 
 
Return transport with guide. Activities to do in Cinque Terre. 
 
Hiking is the only way to truly experience the magic of the Cinque Terre. Take a break from the bustle 

of the city and hike this UNESCO World Heritage-listed site. 

 
 

It's a unique and memorable experience, exploring the only unspoilt survivor of the genuine Italian 

Riviera. Highlights. Spectacular coastal views along the Cinque Terre. Lunch in a local restaurant 

overlooking the blue sea and hillsides covered with vineyards. Soak up the old-world atmosphere as 

you explore Cinque Terre villages on foot. 40-minute boat ride along the Riviera (weather permitting). 

Take a swim in the clear, blue water at Vernazza or Monterosso.  
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Murano, Burano and Torcello half day trip from Venice 

 

Explore three famous islands of the Venetian Lagoon – Murano, Torcello and Burano – on a half-day 

sightseeing excursion by motorboat. Accompanied by a local guide, you'll stop at a glass-blowing 

factory on Murano, visit Venice's first cathedral on the tranquil island of Torcello and shop for 

handcrafted lace on Burano.  

 

 
 

This morning or afternoon tour is a great introduction to the magical islands around the medieval city 

of Venice and its enclosed bay in the Adriatic Sea.  

 

Highlights: Half-day sightseeing tour of Murano, Torcello and Burano. Visit the three most famous 

islands in the Venetian Lagoon by motorboat from Venice. Watch master glass blowers at work at a 

factory on Murano. See Venice's Byzantine churches on Torcello – the Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta 

and the Church of Santa Fosca. Browse for lace on Burano and admire the painted houses. Hear 

commentary provided by an expert guide. Choose from morning or afternoon departure times 

 

 

Royal Castles of Neuschwanstein and Linderhof Day Tour from Munich. 

 

 King Ludwig II's Royal Castles tour from Munich 

 Fairytale Neuschwanstein Castle - the model for Disney's Sleeping Beauty Castle 
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 Four hours to explore Hohenschwangau and Neuschwanstein castle and grounds 

 Linderhof hunting lodge castle 

 One-hour visit to Linderhof 

 Departure Time: 8:30am     Duration: Approximately 10 hours  30 minutes. No Hotel Pick up 

and Drop off. 

 
 
Versailles Palace Tour – From Paris 
 
Explore the UNESCO World Heritage-listed Palace of Versailles and Gardens of Versailles on a half-day 
tour. Your expert guide will bring French history back to life as you walk through the Palace of 
Versailles, where King Louis XIV officially settled his court and government in 1682.  
 
Soak in the palace’s Baroque architecture, admire the rooms full of art and see how some of the most 
infamous members of nobility really lived. Plus, avoid the long entry lines with this skip-the-line ticket! 
Highlights: Skip-the-line entrance to the Palace of Versailles.   
 
Guided tour of the Palace of Versailles (year-round) and orientation tour of the Versailles Gardens  

 
 
(summer only). Explore the King's and Queen's State apartment, the Hall of Mirrors and the Royal 
Chapel. Musical garden and musical fountain shows included on select days in the summer.  
 
 
 
Paris Euro Disney – One Day Two Parks – From Paris 
 
Treat yourself to a magical time at Disneyland® Paris. With two different theme parks, Disneyland® 
Paris will make your dreams come true twice!  
 
Your Disneyland® Paris 1 Day 2 Park Hopper Ticket is superb value, allowing one day’s admission to 
both Disneyland® Park and Walt Disney Studios® Park with the freedom to hop between both Disney® 
Parks as often as you like.  
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Disneyland® Park has big thrills and kid-friendly adventures for the whole family. Enjoy an adrenaline-
pumping ride on Space Mountain: Mission 2 and a nail-biting experience with Indiana Jones and the 
Temple of Peril.  
 
Feel like a film star when you enter the exciting world of movie magic at Walt Disney Studios® Park! See 
behind the scenes at four studio lots; meet your favorite Disney Characters; experience thrilling rides 
like The Twilight Zone Tower of Terror™; and see how stunts are performed. Highlights: Family fun on 
thrilling rides and kid-friendly attractions. Meet your favourite Disney characters! Scurry through 
Gusteau’s busy restaurant in Ratatouille: The Ride. Great value for money. Visit both Disneyland® Park 
and Walt Disney Studios® Park.  Hop between both theme parks as often as you like. Experience the 
breathtaking Disney Dreams®! show. 
 
 
 
Windsor Castle, Stonehenge & Bath – From London 
 
Windsor Castle 
Built high above the River Thames, Windsor Castle has been home to the Royal Family for 900 years 
and is still an Official Residence of the Queen. We visit the magnificent State Apartments*, still used for 
State occasions and Royal receptions. Take some time to explore the castle grounds and the 
fourteenth-century St. George's Chapel, one of the most beautiful examples of medieval church 
architecture in England and a burial place of kings and queens, including Henry VIII and his third wife 
Jane Seymour. 
 

 
 
Stonehenge 
Clouded in mystery, the ancient stone circle of Stonehenge is an amazing feat of engineering and the 
most important prehistoric site in England, but beyond its archaeological significance and possible 
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astronomical role, Stonehenge is also a place of spiritual importance. Early legends link it with Merlin 
and King Arthur, but over the last hundred years the midsummer sunrise has attracted pagan groups 
and followers of the Ancient Order of Druids. 
 
Bath 
We also visit the beautiful Georgian City of Bath and take you on a panoramic tour of some of the finest 
architectural sights in Europe, including Bath Abbey, the Circus, Assembly Rooms and the famous 
Pulteney Bridge. Explore the Roman Baths, built around thermal springs, which have been supplying 
water for over 2,000 years. In Roman times a great Temple was built next to the sacred spring - the 
waters were believed to have healing properties and attracted visitors from across the Roman Empire. 
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